
Phase 4 Services Taps MCR Labs Operations
Director for CFO Role

Laboratory management firm Phase 4 Services has hired MCR
Labs Director of Business Operations Ross Gutman to lead the
organization’s financial strategy and growth models.

NEWS RELEASE BY MCR LABS

Adding to their roster of cannabis industry and laboratory operations experts, Phase 4

Services, a laboratory management and consulting firm, has hired Ross Gutman to serve

as vice president & chief financial officer.

Gutman has served as director of business operations at MCR Labs, one of the oldest

and most well-known cannabis testing labs on the East Coast, for nearly six years. He will

draw on the knowledge and experience he’s gained while growing MCR Labs into a

multimillion-dollar operation to assist Phase 4 clients with establishing effective finance,

accounting, and administrative processes.

Gutman will continue to guide business operations at MCR Labs while he takes on

additional duties of strategic planning and process improvement for Phase 4 and their

clients.

“This is an important opportunity for Ross,” said Michael Kahn, president and founder of

MCR Labs. “His work for us was the turning point in going from being a great local testing

lab to becoming an organization capable of scaling operations and expanding at the

same pace as the rest of the cannabis industry.”

Phase 4 Services works with cannabis testing labs in both the marijuana and hemp

industries to streamline administrative processes, advance testing capabilities, and scale

operations to meet the ever-growing demand for reliable compliance testing.

About Phase 4 Services: Phase 4 Services is a scientific consulting and laboratory

management firm dedicated to growing, supporting, and enhancing hemp and cannabis

testing laboratories. Founded by experts in analytical testing, pharmaceutical chemistry,

business administration, and development strategy, our team is equipped with the

knowledge and experience necessary to ensure partner laboratories are successful in

their pursuit of advancing public health and safety for cannabis patients and consumers.

For more information visit http://phase4services.com.
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